APPENDIX C

Resources & Reference Tools for Competition Organizers

Resources & Reference Tools –
USEF Coronavirus Disease Resources and Updates

CDC (Centers for Disease Control)
Symptoms of Coronavirus and treatment resources
Resources for Large Community Events and Mass Gatherings
  o Q&A on Event Planning and COVID-19
  o Guidance for Organizers - Mass Gatherings and Event Preparation

Print Resources
  o USEF Poster – STOP: If you proceed past this entry point, you attest to the following
  o Poster – Choosing Safer Activities – Fully Vaccinated People
  o Poster – Symptoms of Coronavirus Disease
    ▪ Spanish Version
  o Poster – Stop the Spread of Germs
    ▪ Spanish Version
  o Poster – STOP: Stay at home when you are sick!
    ▪ Spanish Version

Audio/Video Resources
  o Public Service Announcement Samples for use by Organizers
  o Reference Videos

Husch Blackwell
State-by-State COVID-19 Resources

USOPC (United States Olympic and Paralympic Committee)
USOPC Sports Event Planning Considerations post-COVID-19
USOPC Return to Training Considerations post-COVID-19

WHO (World Health Organization)

**WHO Mass Gathering for Sports Risk Assessment Tool
  o Risk Assessment Decision Tree
  o Q&A on Mass Gatherings and COVID-19
  o Key Planning Recommendations for Mass Gatherings
  Considerations for Sports Federations/Sport Event Organizers when planning mass gatherings
Sample Competition Organizer Holding Statement

SAMPLE

Competition Organizer Holding Statement – COVID-19 Positive

We were notified on [INSERT DATE] that an [exhibitor / staff member / official / participant – DO NOT INCLUDE NAME UNLESS USE IS APPROVED BY INDIVIDUAL] tested positive for COVID-19 after attending [INSERT COMPETITION NAME]. Per the requirements of the USEF COVID-19 Action Plan, we are notifying all individuals who were in attendance at the competition.

Our staff continues to work diligently to ensure the competition venue is properly sanitized and all protocols of the USEF COVID-19 Action Plan are followed. We ask that individuals on-site remain committed to compliance with the COVID requirements in effect at the competition. For additional information, please contact [INSERT COMPETITION CONTACT] at [INSERT EMAIL].